Dreams of Desire Episode 1-12 Walkthrough

Day 1

- Warn Marcus about Mrs Turner listening or stay silent & Party Invite
  - If choosing to warn Marcus, you get +1 Trust with him. Trust with Marcus will play a big role in later episodes. You should have trust, he is your best friend after all, right?
  - Choosing to stay silent will get Mrs Turner a few different dialogue lines, and it’s hilarious.
  - You can also choose between going to Marcus’ weekend party. You get to revisit this decision in a future episode, but it’s not without consequences.

- Peek or don’t peek
  - Peeking will result in a scene where you peek on Mrs Turner, and present a series of other choices.
  - If you choose you don’t want to peek, you don’t get the peeking scene (obviously) and you can’t get enough lust points until Day 2 to choose the Revealing Outfit.

- Choices while peeking
  - You can stop anytime, which will result in not getting caught, but you won’t have enough lust points by Day 2 to choose the Revealing Outfit. However, if you did not get caught by Mrs Turner, it will have an impact in later episodes.
  - Watching till the end means you get caught. If you chose to masturbate and Mrs Turner catches you, it’s game over. (Pretty obvious, right?) If you chose not to masturbate, and you get caught, you can talk your way out of it, and you get +2 Lust points with Mrs Turner, and get additional dialogue throughout the episode.

- Choices at the first night scene
  - You can choose whichever you like, but the game takes note of what you pick in the end. You won’t see the impact of it this episode, but specific content will be available in future episodes depending on night scene choices. (e.g. you always choose feet, you will have more of that content available and specific actions for that category later) You will automatically be awarded +2 Lust points for any choice.

Day 2
• Morning Choices
  You can’t skip the shower, but you can skip the computer. Right now it doesn’t matter, the PC gives a small hint about Episode 2, but there will be numerous interactions with the PC in the future.

• Breakfast Choices
  The game won’t let you progress until you choose enough number of topics. Talking with Mrs Turner gives you some info about the characters and story.

  Complimenting the food gets you \( +1 \) Trust point, while complimenting her cleavage gets \( -2 \) Lust points, thus the Revealing Outfit won’t be available.

• At the store
  You can choose to compliment her, or stay silent. Complimenting her get you \( +1 \) Lust point, staying silent is a neutral option.

• Clothes Choice
  You can choose the Conservative or the Revealing Outfit. To get the Revealing Outfit you have to have 5 Lust points. If you have the Extra Content Pack, you can only get the clothes store bonus scene by choosing the revealing outfit.

  Depending on the clothing choice, you get a different scene in EP2 on Day 5.
  (If you want to have Mrs Turner all to yourself, go with the conservative)

• Evening Choices
  You can choose between Tits, Ass, and Feet. You will have an interaction with Mrs Turner depending on which one you choose. Like at the Night Scenes, no optimal route here, any choice is valid, but the game takes note of it and will tailor future content to your preferences. (Although it is strongly suggested to try all of them, but stick to one type throughout one playthrough, to make sure you get all the content of that route in future episodes)

• Night Choices
  The same as evening choices, it’s your preference.
Episode 2

Day 3

So Episode 2 starts the morning after we left off with Episode 1.

This episode focuses more on decisions, rather than points, although you still get to collect them based on your answers, they will come in handy in future episodes.

There will be 3 Major Decisions you'll have to make in this Episode that will impact the story further and the content you will see. These decisions will also chain into decisions in further Episodes and directly impact the ending you'll get. (From the multiple ones)

Morning Choices

- Same as before, you'll get to return to the PC after breakfast and read messages.
- Breakfast Choices
- You have to talk to Mrs Turner about the topics.
- You can also compliment her. This time there is no wrong option, but if you compliment the food she made you get no points.
- If you compliment her outfit, you get +1 Lust point.

Yoga Studio Choices

- Choosing the left door allows you to spy on Latisha, but be careful not go get caught! When she has her yoga pants on, that's the time you have to stop.
- Choosing the right door makes you get caught and game over, but it provides a bit of story element.

Tracy's Choices

- Choosing to help her will get +1 Trust point with her. If you lose even one point of her trust (or don't get this one) she will not ask for your help with her bikini on Day 5.
- Choosing to sleep some more won't lose you a point, but she won't ask for you help with her bikini on Day 5

Dinner Choices

- You can insult Tracy here, that gets you -1 Trust point with her. Being mean to her will reflect on future Episodes and you will get different scenes based on your relationship with her.
- Chat about all the topics until you see 'Alice' topic, after choosing that you can finish the meal.

After Dinner Choice

- If you peek on Tracy, Mrs Turner catches you and it's game over.
- Mrs Turner's Choice
• You can be understanding with her for a kinder approach, or you can keep pushing it for a more dominant approach. This choice will set you on a path with Mrs Turner throughout the game. There is no right or wrong choice here, play as you wish. Both choices get you different scenes with Mrs Turner on Day 5.

• This directly effects Mrs Turner's event on Day 6.

• Night Choices

• The same as before, the game remembers what you picked, and once enough choices like this have been made, corresponding scenes will appear in future episodes.

Day 4

• Point and Click Minigame

• I suggest to click everything, you get valuable story pieces.

• Tracy's key is on the Terrace in the plants.

• Publisher's Contact info is in Mrs Turner's room in the right bedside table.

• After you have the items go to Tracy's room, click on the laptop. Go to your room and click on the PC.

• After this the Finish Exploration button will appear in the sixth navigation button slot. Click on that to progress further.

• Library - Latisha's Choice

• The second Major Decision.

• If you use the spell on her, you'll see some lewd content, if you leave you won't. This will impact the story throughout the series.

• This directly effects the outcome of Day 6 Party events, and will cause further changes in the story.

• Tracy's Shower

• The plan worked, you get to spy on her.

  You have to stop after she cums, otherwise... You know the deal by now ;)

• Tracy's Night Choices

• Usual stuff, with a twist!

• If you choose her ass, when you have the option to cum or go further, if you choose go further you get game over. But there are some nice images there too ;) You have to cum while fingering her to succeed.

• If you choose feet, there is no game over option.
Day 5

• Tracy's Bikini
  You basically get to choose which one you like. I couldn't put together a way to get the game to send people's choice data (and I don't really want to either) so you will be able to vote on Patreon for the bikinis, the winner will be the one Tracy wears.

• Tracy's Confrontation
  The third Major Decision. This will heavily affect the relationship and future story with Tracy in the upcoming Episodes.

• You can choose to Play it cool, to leave the options somewhat open until you get the upper hand.

• You can choose to Go all out which results in you confronting and threatening her.

• This directly effects Day 6's event with Tracy. Depending on your choice, there are 2 different scenes available.

Episode 3

In Episode 3, you won’t have as many choices as you had in Episode 2, you will instead see the results of those choices starting to unfold. You will have to go back and try different routes with the characters to get all scenes in Episode 3.

I will be telling you how to get each variation of the scenes here.

Day 5

• Night Choice o You can choose who to visit this night. Different scenes, Mrs Turner's and Tracy's has Extras content.
  o This choice will matter in the future.
  o As of Episode 4, this also gives +1 Lust point to Mrs Turner. This is made so you have more than one way to meet the lust requirement of EP4’s minigame.

Day 6

Tracy's Control

• Choosing the blowjob option makes Tracy snap out of her trance and will cause a game over. The Main Character is powerful, but not powerful enough yet.

• If you chose ‘Play it smooth’ on Day 5 when confronting Tracy you can tease and fool with her.
• If you chose 'Go all out' on Day 5 when confronting Tracy, you can give her a good spanking.

Mrs Turner's Couch Massage
• [If you have the alternate outfit AND you chose to be understanding on Day 3 you have a completely different scene from the rest of the options.]
• If you chose to be understanding with Mrs Turner on Day 3, you can give her an ass massage. If you also have the extra content pack, she will take off her pants.
• If you chose to keep pushing on Day 3, you can give her a boob massage, and squeeze her tits.

The Party - Alice's Choice
• You can choose either of the options, much like before it will influence your relationship with her in the future. (This directly influences EP4, with True Love you get your first naughty scene with Alice)
• If you choose to tell her to find true love, you also get a very small bonus at the end.

Marcus' Mrs Turner
• If you used the spell on her in the library, you will get a titfucking scene and if you have the extra content pack you also get a handjob scene. This will have more consequences in the future.
• If you didn't use the spell on her in the library, you can help Marcus to live the incest dream. This will have more consequences in the future.

Episode 4

Day 7

Morning Choices
• The usual choices with a twist!
  Marcus’s message will be different based on you using the spell on her Mrs Turner (thus influencing the events of EP3)
• Going for a shower, you’ll find Alice already in the bathroom. You can chose to walk away, or watch.
  She will bust you either way, but if you chose to walk away, she notices, and gives you +1 Trust point.
  If you watch, you get +1 Lust point
• If you chose True Love at the end of EP3 you get different dialogue here, and a whole scene later on in the Episode.
Breakfast Choices

• Complimenting either of the ladies will give you +1 Lust point with whomever you’ve chosen.

Minigame
You have two time periods. Morning, and Afternoon.

Morning is timed, so after certain actions you will be put to the Afternoon time state.

In the Afternoon, you can go anywhere without time constraints.

Morning Events:
TV with Mrs Turner:
• You can choose to watch a romantic movie or a porn movie. Romantic gives +1 Trust, Porn gives +1 Lust

Shopping with Alice
• You’ll go shopping with Alice, if you have the Extras, you will be able to see inside the changing room

Coffee shop with Tracy
• You can talk to Tracy in the coffee shop. You can Pat her ass, or Don’t. If you choose goin gall out with her in Episode 2, (as a result, you spanked her ass in Episode 3) she will like that you are touching her ass and rewards you with +1 Lust point.
• If however you chose to Play it cool in EP2, she won’t like you being touchy. Choosing 'Don’t’ is a valid option either way.

Library with Mrs Turner
• You can choose between two kinds of scenes, no story relevance, just pick what you like more!

Afternoon Events:
Sunbathing with Mrs Turner and Alice
• You can choose either Alice, or Mrs Turner.

• Choosing Mrs Turner:
You will have a scene with her, and you can Ask her to turn, but it will only be successful if you have 7 or more Lust points with her. This extends the scene.
• Choosing Alice:
You can get a bonus image here if you chose the ’Obey my commands’ route at the end of EP3

Coffee Shop with Marcus
• You can choose to tell him about the Apparition or don’t. This will affect later gameplay.

Visiting Neighbor
• She shuts you down pretty quick, no choices to be made here.
Library with Tracy
  • This is the last event, from here on out the game progresses without the minigame.

Day 8
  • Alice’s shower scene
  • You’ll get this scene only if you chose True Love at the end of EP3.
  • Different scenes will be available for the ’Obey Me’ route in the future.

Episode 5

Day 9
  • Read a message from Marcus on the PC to access the Get Breakfast button

Handing work papers to Mrs Turner
  You can choose between a variety of options. Boobs, ass and feet count towards how manytimes you chose them, but Kiss gives +2 Trust points. (which will come in handy in later Episodes)

Neighbor’s office scene
  • If you have the Elite version, the alternate outfit has a different scene in the office (related to ass, rather than boobs like in normal outfit)

Aby’s Date
  • Your goal is to get at least 5 points with Aby, that way you’ll get some action at the end of that date.
  • Do you own the car?
    • Yes gives +1 score, no gives 0
  • Talking about Tracy
    • Saying she’s a bitch gets you -1 score, saying she’s okay gives you +1
  • Offering a shot both times gives you +1 score each time. If you keep talking you get 0
  • Out of the 3 jobs, choose business consultant to get +1 score.
  • Her cat’s name is Mr Catsup.
  • If you have less than 4 score when you get back into the car, it defaults to a failed date.
  • If you have 4 or more, she will ask you the question about her cat.
If you manage to get 5 or more score, she gives you some sucking action.

Day 10

Choosing Mrs Turner, Tracy or Alice

- It will matter who you choose here in the long run.
- Mrs Turner and Alice have extras scene in their routes.
- Mrs Turner – you will go hiking and end up in a cabin naked with some hot action.
- Tracy – You will go for a ride, but you both are in for an unpleasant surprise
- Alice – You’ll go get some ice cream, then play some video games in Alice’s room

Episode 6

Day 10

Alice night scene
- Choose between ass, tits, or feet. Like usual, it will count towards your points.

Day 11

The usual morning, nothing special. You’ll go straight to the library and not have breakfast at home.

Alice comes to your room
- This scene has 2 variations.
- If you chose Obey Me at the party, you’ll see Alice on her knees, it’s the more dominant approach.
- If you chose Find True Love at the party, you’ll have mutual pleasure. It’s the more romantic approach.

Visiting Marcus
- If you didn’t use the spell on Marcus’ Mrs Turner in the Library in Episode 2, you’ll get a H-scene with Latisha.
- If you used the spell on her, you’ll only talk to Marcus.

Night scene with neighbor
- Choose between ass, tits, or feet. Like usual, it will count towards your points.

Day 12
Morning routine.
• If you succeeded with Abigail’s date (she gave you a blowjob), and if you have the extra content (elite version has already included) you can check your PC to see Aby’s message to you with pictures.

Breakfast with Tracy
• You can choose between 2 options, this doesn’t affect future outcomes.

Mrs Turner Comes to your room – Mrs Turner Variable scene
• Here, you’d get a scene based on your preferences (ass, tit sor feet) but since the code is under construction, I added a cheat option for you, so you can choose from a menu the event you want.

At the spa with the girls
• You can choose to spend your time with Mrs Turner, Alice, or Jenna.
• You’ll have time to spend with TWO of the girls.

Mrs Turner comes to you at night
• This scene has TWO very different versions.
• If you chose to Be Understanding with Mrs Turner back in Episode 2, you’ll get a more romantic experience.
• If you chose to Keep Pushing with her, you’ll get a more dominant approach.

Episode 7

Day 13

Talking with Mrs Turner in the kitchen
• You can choose: Lie to her, or tell a partial truth. This doesn’t affect anything in Episode 7, but it is an important decision and will matter later on.

Alice’s room scene
• You can choose between a footjob, Alice’s masturbation, and some spanking. Doesn’t affect the story, choose whichever you like!

The bottle spin game
• The spins are randomized. There is a little easter egg hidden here.

Day 14

Marcus’s scene

• If you used the spell on Latisha back in Episode 2, you get the conversation with Marcus about ‘training’ her Mrs Turner. This storyline will be continued going forward.
• If you didn’t use the spell on Latisha, you will see a flashback, where Marcus tell you how was the night with her mother back in Episode 3. It will also lead to other events in Marcus and his Mrs Turner’s storyline.

Mrs Turner’s yoga – Just a note. If you have the extras, Mrs Turner will be nude in the yoga scenes.

Mrs Turner’s photoshops is an extra scene, it’s not realted to the story. (I’d like to provide a consistent story experience for all tiers, therefore extra scenes are not directly major story points)

Shower scene with Alice

• You can choose to hide be the toilet, or by the door. If you hide by the toilet, Tracy finds you, but the game doesn’t end. It will have consequences later in the game.
• If you choose to hide by the door, you can watch a bit, then offered with the choice to sneak out, or stay inside and sneak to the toilet for a better angle.
• You can sneak out, you will be safe but it will not be considered a ‘success.’
• Sneak for the toilet for a better angle and you can watch a bit more.
You again have the option to sneak out, or watch more.
• Watching results in getting caught, sneaking out at this point will be considered a successful scene.

Day 15

Shopping with Tracy has 2 variations, depending on the Episode 2 ’all out’ or ’play it cool choice’
This time, I really suggest trying both.

Mrs Turner’s scene in the afternoon has 2 variations as well, depending on the choice in Episode 2 of ’be understanding’ or ’keep pushing’
The walkthrough will be shorter than usual. This Episode doesn’t contain as many variations, rather it sets the playing field for the remaining ones in the series. Your decision on Day 15 and Day 16 will play a major role in the endgame.

Day 15

Deciding where to go

- You can choose to either follow Tracy and Nora, or go to the date with Aby
- If you Follow, AND you didn’t use the spell on Latisha in the library, you get a scene with her after you followed Tracy
- If you go with Aby, you get a scene with her in the cinema, and she comes over.
- This decision affects future interactions with certain character(s)
- This is an important decision.

Day 16

Private Lessons

- If you used the spell on Latisha in the library, she’ll visit you in the morning in your room.

Entering Dreams

- You can choose 2 of the dreams to enter. I suggest trying them all, but stick with the ones you want to carry forward, because these will matter in the endgame. Read further about this in the Episode 11 walkthrough. (below)

Day 17

A talk with Mrs Turner

- I’m including this, so you can prepare. This conversation in Episode 9 will be affected by your choice whether to lie to Mrs Turner about your roommates or tell a half-truth. Check further for consequences.
Day 17

A talk with Mrs Turner
- Based on your decision to lie to her about your relationship with your roommates you get two outcomes.
- You lie – she will want to impress you, opens up the slutty/anal route.
- You tell the truth – opens up the threesome route.
- If you lie you can already see the effects in both of her ending scenes in Episode 9 already
- The threesome options come later.

Latisha’s Second Session
- If you used the spell on Latisha in the library, she comes to visit you again.
- If you didn’t use the spell, you won’t get a scene with her this episode, but you’ll get one with her and Marcus in episode 10.

Marcus and the bikes
- You get slightly different conversations with Marcus if you followed Tracy in Episode 8, and also if you told him about the Apparition or not in Episode 4.

Day 18

Super Shower
- In the morning choices, after you go shower, you can’t go back to the menu.

Doctor’s Orders
- After meeting the Doctor, watch out for the flashback image from Episode 2.

Dreaming Neighbor
- You enter neighbor’s dreams. You will be able to choose between touch her tits or pussy.
- Choose whichever you like more.
- You will also be able to choose which of her holes to penetrate.
- Same as above.

A Night to Remember
- Mrs Turner’s scene at the end of day 18 have variations.
- Two completely different scenes, based on being understanding with her in Episode 2, or being pushy.
- There are differences in the scenes if you lied to her in Episode 7.
- The understanding route takes you into her bedroom.
- You can choose to ask her for a footjob, or don’t. This is preference only, both advance the scene.
- If you lied to her in Episode 7, the MC will try to insert his cock into her ass.
- The pushy route takes you to the terrace.
- If you lied to her in Episode 7, she will let you finger her ass while having sex.
- You can also choose to finish inside her, or on her face.
Episode 10

Day 19

Breakfast
• Slightly different conversation based on your decision of lying to Mrs Turner or not

On the wall
• If you did not use the spell on Latisha in the library, you will get a brief scene with her here
• On the other path you don’t (you get a scene on that path back in Episode 9)

Tracy’s Night
• The night scene with Tracy has 2 variations, depending on which path you are on. Going all out in the beginning, or playing it cool.

On the other side
• You will get a different conversation at the beginning of this scene if you’ve chosen to enter Tracy’s dream in Episode 8’s Entering Dreams section

Day 20

Planning
• You have to choose between lying to Tracy about using the spell on her or tell her the truth.
• This counts as a major decision and will play a large role in the remaining episodes.
• This also gets you different dialogue based on your choice.

Night
• If you lied to Mrs Turner about Alice, you will get a solo scene with her (anal)
• If you told her the truth about Alice, you will get a threesome scene with them
Episode 11

Day 21

Aby’s Minigame

- Your goal is to find the photo on the shelf, which has the password for the tablet.
- The tablet is in the kitchen. You have to click it AFTER you clicked the photo.
- The password is 0613

Day 22

Soul Essences

- You have to collect 3 essences to progress. Each girl gives an essence, except Aby.
- You can also choose to visit all the girls, but it doesn’t give additional benefits.
- Alice’s scene has 2 variations, depending on your choice in EP3 – The Obeying route or the True Love route.
- Mrs Turner has 2 variation’s as well, depending on your choice to lie to her or not in Episode 9.

The Shopping

- You get offered a choice here, to go vaginal or anal penetration. But the anal options is only present if you’ve lied to her in Episode 9.

Day 23

Latisha’s event

- You get 2 variations based on her 2 routes (Using the spell on her in the library or not)
- Using the spell on her gets you 1on1 sex, not using it leads to a threesome with Latisha and Marcus.
Talking to Tracy

- The dialogue changes based on how much she trusts you. This will affect the ending of the Episode, and the entire gameplay and story of Episode 12 and also affect what ending you get directly.

The calculation of her trust is as follows:
You need her to have at least **6 points** of trust out of 7 obtainable for her to trust you.

- In Episode 2 – helping her with her luggae **+1 point**
- In Episode 2 – insulting her at the table **-1 point**
- In Episode 2 – Confronting her and choosing the All Out route **-1 point**
- In Episode 7 – Getting caught by Tracy with Alice in the shower **-2 points**
- In Episode 8 – Choosing to enter her dream **+5 points**
- In Episode 10 – Lying to her about using the spell on her **-2 points**
- In Episode 11 – Choosing to visit her on Day 22 **+1 point**

The Warehouse

You can get 2 endings here based on Tracy’s trust.

- If her trust is **less than 6**, you get the bad end.
- If her trust is **6 or more**, you get the ’good’ end.
### Episode 12

**Dreams of Desire Ending Guide**

**Each character that matters in terms of the ending has a positive state and a negative state.** I'll just list what you have to do to turn them into the positive state - they are in negative by default.

- **Mrs. Turner**
  - In the second minigame, watch the romantic movie with her. When you hand over your work to her, go for the kiss.

- **Tracy**
  - If Tracy is alive, she is in the positive state by default.

- **Alice**
  - Choose the true love route with her in Episode 3 at the party. Go to the ice cream date with her on Day 10.

- **Marcus**
  - Don't use the spell on Latisha in the library. Tell him about the apparition in the coffee shop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>If Tracy is Alive</th>
<th>If Tracy is Dead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perfect End</strong></td>
<td><strong>Corruption End</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have all characters in the positive state (including Marcus)!</td>
<td>If you are in the bad end route and you've chosen to confront Tracy, be pushy with Mrs. Turner. Alice's only path would be to offer a choice to accept the help of the apparition. If you do, you'll get the corruption ending.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good End</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bad End</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To get Mrs. Turner’s ending, she must be in any other positive character, so you only need to get her to the positive state. To get Alice, you need to have her in a positive state, and Mrs. Turner in a negative state. To get Tracy’s ending, you need both Alice and Mrs. Turner in a negative state.</td>
<td>If Tracy is dead, you get locked into the bad ending route. See the corruption ending for more details.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>